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Abstract Several continuous cardiac output (CO) moni-

toring systems have been developed. None are ideal for use

in anaesthesia or critical care. They all lack precision as

shown by Bland–Altman studies. However, some provide

reliable CO trending, which is useful for guiding fluid

optimization protocols. The key issue is which systems are

reliable, and this has not been helped by a lack of under-

standing of validation statistics in the literature. Recent

studies suggest that none of the current intra-arterial pulse

contour systems trend CO reliably. Stroke volume vari-

ability may provide a reliable alternative. Strangely, Nexfin

finger plethysmography did reliably trend CO during rou-

tine surgery, but not during critical care. BioReactance also

appears to trend CO acceptably, but its performance is

affected by certain types of surgery that alter the pathways

of electrical flux. Oesophageal Doppler is now well

established for guiding goal-directed fluid regimens, and its

trending of CO changes seems reliable.

Keywords Cardiac output �Monitoring � Bland–Altman �
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Introduction

Measuring cardiac output (CO) provides a wealth of circu-

latory information about the patient that is not provided by

standard heart rate, blood pressure and pulse oximetry

recordings alone. Insights into the patient’s peripheral cir-

culation (i.e., systemic vascular resistance) and oxygen

delivery are just two of the important hemodynamic

parameters that can be determined. However, towards the

goal of achieving reliable continuous CO, slow progress has

been made since the first continuous CO monitor, the

BoMed, was introduced in the late 1980s [1]. The aim of this

article is to summarize what is known about the reliability of

continuous CO technology available today and provide an

insight into its use, but first one needs to be provided with

some background information as to the shortcomings of

studies aimed at evaluating this technology.

Historical Perspective

Any article that reviews continuous CO monitoring should

mention the BoMed, because its introduction into clinical

practice highlighted many of the inherent problems we face

today with developing reliable continuous CO monitoring

systems [2]. The BoMed was an electrical impedance

device. It was used by placing ten ECG electrodes on the

patient’s neck and chest. It measured resistance changes

across the thorax during the cardiac cycle, which it used as

a surrogate of blood flow. Therefore, it did not measure

blood flow directly. It still is not totally agreed upon what

the BoMed actually measured, but probably cyclical

expansions of the aorta due to changing blood pressure [3].

The BoMed was the first automated device that measured

CO on a beat-to-beat basis at the bedside. Thus, it was the
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first commercially available continuous CO monitor. Pre-

viously, CO was measured intermittently over several

cardiac cycles using manually performed techniques such

as injecting cold saline when performing thermodilution

measurement. The BoMed was much more simple and

convenient to use. Unfortunately, the BoMed was never

accepted into clinical practice because it proved to be too

inaccurate and unreliable. Its calibration required calcu-

lating the volume of the electrical flux that passed across

the thorax, and this measurement was too imprecise and led

to inaccuracies [4]. Furthermore, changes in its measure-

ments could occur due to accumulation of lung water,

changes in peripheral resistance and surgery within the

upper abdomen [5–7].

The introduction of the BoMed also coincided with the

arrival of the Bland–Altman method to assess bias and

precision in clinical measurement studies, and replaced the

commonly misinterpreted regression and correlation

method [8]. All these shortcomings of the BoMed, (a) sur-

rogate measurements, (b) poor calibration, (c) influenced

by secondary factors and (d) use of Bland–Altman statis-

tics, still affect us today in our search for a reliable, simple

to use, point-of-care continuous CO monitor.

The last two decades have witnessed the introduction of

a number of new CO technologies: (a) Doppler ultrasound,

(b) pulse contour analysis, (c) bioreactance and (d) modi-

fied Fick or partial carbon dioxide rebreathing method,

(e) pulse transit time analysis and (f) modifications of the

single bolus thermodilution method using the pulmonary

artery catheter [9••]. None of these new technologies have

proved to be totally satisfactory, but are supported by

medical equipment companies who market commercially

available devices based on these technologies (Table 1).

The only truly reliable continuous CO monitor is an

aortic flow probe, as it measures CO directly from the

vessel as blood leaves the heart. Modern day probes detects

blood flow using an ultrasonic beam which transverses the

vessel. The same technology is used to measure flow in

silicon pipes. However, flow probes are far from the ideal

CO monitor because surgery is required to place the probe

around the aorta, so its use is restricted to animal research

[10].

Shortcomings of Evaluation Studies

Reliable evaluation studies are an important part of the

process of determining whether a new healthcare device

will be a success. One of the main obstacles to reliable

evaluation of continuous CO technology has been the lack

of a reliable reference method and this has created a degree

of uncertainty when interpreting the outcomes of CO

evaluation studies. Single bolus thermodilution using a

pulmonary artery catheter has been regarded for many

Table 1 Available continuous CO monitors

System Method Key findings from evaluation studies

CCO/Vigilance Intermittently heated wire pulmonary

artery catheter

Slow response time of over 5-min

FloTrac/Vigileo Pulse contour from arterial line.

Algorithm based on pulse pressure

Poor CO trending. Susceptible to changes in

peripheral resistance. Stroke volume variation

(SVV) is an option

LiDCO-rapid Pulse contour from arterial line.

Algorithm based on pulse power

Poor CO trending. Similar findings as FloTrac.

Recommended by NICE

PRAM-MostCare Pulse contour from arterial line.

Algorithm includes diastolic phase

Conflicting study results Verdict still out

PiCCO Pulse contour from femoral catheter.

Calibrated by transpulmonary

thermodilution

Used mainly in critical care. Poor ability to trend

CO. Frequent recalibration

Nexfin Finger plethysmography, uses model flow

algorithm

Noninvasive. Appears to trend CO acceptably

during surgery

NICOM BioReactance (measures phase shift) Noninvasive. Appears to trend CO reliably.

Calibration affected by abdominal surgery

esCCO Pulse wave transit time measured from

ECG and pulse oximetery

Limited data from Japan that does not show good

trending of CO

CardioQ Oesophageal Doppler system. Frequent

refocusing of probe needed

Validation data is old and little on CO trending.

Most accepted method for goal directed

therapy. Recommended by NICE

n.b. None of these systems measures CO with sufficient accuracy
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years as the gold standard in clinical CO measurement and

thus is the reference method of choice. However, single

bolus thermodilution does not measure CO continuously,

and its readings are not sufficiently accurate to provide a

truly reliable evaluation. The precision (i.e., 95 % confi-

dence intervals) of thermodilution measurements is quoted

as ±20 % [11] and recent data suggests these limits could

be even wider [12]. A true gold standard like the aortic

flow probe has a precision of less than ±5 %. Although the

pulmonary artery catheter is made to a high degree of

precision, when placed in vivo its readings are susceptible

to further and unpredictable errors because of uncertainty

about correct positioning within the pulmonary circulation,

poor injection technique, dead space effects and calculating

the area under the thermodilution curve [13]. Furthermore,

different monitoring systems introduce different degrees of

error [14]. Stated simply, we currently do not have a reli-

able method of measuring CO in the clinical setting against

which we can evaluate our new and emerging CO

technology.

A further limitation of many CO validation studies has

been the tendency to limit analysis to Bland–Altman

comparisons. Although Bland–Altman analysis provides

information about the accuracy of readings, it provides

very little information about the devices ability to follow

changes in CO consistently, or trending ability, which is

the key attribute needed for continuous CO monitoring.

The statistical methods needed to properly assess trending

ability have only very recently been described in the lit-

erature [15], and as a result trending had only been assessed

in a small proportion of CO validation studies [16••]. To

assess trending ability, one needs to collect serial CO data

from the new and reference methods as CO changes. Fluid

or vasopressor challenges can be used to create CO chan-

ges. A new variable that shows the change in value is

generated, DCO, and statistical comparisons are performed

using DCO plotted on the four quadrant graph with cal-

culation of the concordance rate.

As a consequence of these shortcomings, many contin-

uous CO monitors have been marketed using data that

failed to support their clinical reliability.

Current Statistical Benchmarks

The main statistical method used to validate CO monitors

is comparison with single bolus thermodilution by Bland–

Altman and calculating the percentage error, a parameter

calculated from the limits of agreement of the analysis over

the mean CO which is expressed as a percentage. Per-

centage error was described first by the principal author of

this review in 1999 [11]. Assuming that thermodilution has

a precision of ±20 %, to equal or better this by the new

method, it is now widely agreed that the percentage error

should be \30 %. There has been much recent debate

about the 30 % benchmark in the CO monitoring literature

as many validation studies have provided percentage errors

way above 30 % [12, 17].

However, percentage error only addresses accuracy and

provides no assessment of trending ability, which is

essential information for evaluating continuous CO moni-

toring. The author’s group has recently published a review

of the literature on assessment of CO trending [16••]. The

conclusion and generally accepted consensus was that

serial CO data should be collected and plotted as DCO on a

four quadrant plot. After exclusion of central zone data, or

statistical noise, the concordance rate should be calculated

(i.e., percentage of DCO pairs that agree in direction of

change). The authors recommended using a benchmark of

[ 92 % for recommending good trending ability. This

methodology has now been adopted in many recent pub-

lications on the topic.

Using directional change as a determinant of good

trending ability does have limitations, as important infor-

mation about the magnitude of change in CO is lost. The

author’s group has recently suggested converting the data

to polar coordinates and showing the comparisons on a

polar diagram [18]. The statistical background and methods

for analyzing CO validation data have recently been pub-

lished by the author as a chapter in an open access book

[19].

Review of Available Systems

The main continuous CO systems being used today can be

categorized into (a) the multifunction advanced pulmonary

artery catheter; (b) the arterial pulse contour analysis sys-

tem of which there are several, including a subset of

noninvasive methods; (c) the bioimpedance method and its

hybrids, including bioreactance; and (d) the Doppler

ultrasound method, which is semi-continuous because of

need for frequent refocusing (Table 1). The partial carbon

dioxide rebreathing method (i.e., NICO) is now seldom

used or reported.

Multifunction Thermodilution Catheters

A pulmonary artery catheter that used a heated wire

wrapped around its intra cardiac section and upstream of

the thermistor was developed in the 1990s, and provided

continuous CO readings as opposed to single bolus [20].

Edwards and a few other catheter manufacturers now sell

multifunction pulmonary artery catheters that provide this

type of continuous CO monitoring, as well as mixed

venous saturation monitoring, amongst other functions.

Edwards sell the Vigilance II system (Edwards
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Lifesciences, Irvine, CA, USA). The clinical performance

of the continuous CO catheter system has been evaluated in

the past, and its accuracy was close to that of single bolus

thermodilution [13]. The main limitation has been its slow

response time, taking over 5 min to calculate CO, and thus

has proved not to be that useful when used to detect

dynamic changes in CO [21]. With its associated risks, the

need for intra cardiac placement limits use to ultra-major

surgery and critical care settings.

Pulse Contour Analysis

The concept of measuring continuous CO from an arterial

line trace is simple and thus attractive. It first became

clinically possible in the 1990s. Algorithms were developed

that converted blood pressure to flow and several com-

mercial systems were developed (Table 1). Sun et al. [22]

described nine different CO equations, which included:

(a) area under the arterial pressure waveform (i.e., PiCCO),

(b) pulse pressure (i.e., FloTrac/Vigileo), (c) power or RMS

(i.e., root mean squared) (i.e., LiDCO), (d) Windkessel

model (i.e., Finapres) [23] and (e) inclusions of decay or

extrapolated diastolic flow (i.e., PRAM). Sun et al. [22]

favoured the Liljestrand–Zander formula, which is not used

by any of the more popular systems. The pulse contour

systems available today all use different algorithms and thus

vary in their performance. However, none of these systems

have yet been shown to be sufficiently reliable when clinical

conditions change. The main difficulty has been adjusting

for peripheral resistance changes. Although early validation

studies in cardiac surgery patients supported the use of pulse

contour technology, a number of more recent studies, such

as in liver transplant patients with cirrhosis [15, 24] and

response to vasopressors [25•], have shown pulse contour

analysis to be unreliable when challenged by major circu-

latory effects. However, the inability of validation studies to

comprehensively evaluate these monitors’ performance has

largely covered up the issue.

FloTrac/Vigileo

The most widely investigated pulse contour monitoring

system has been the FloTrac/Vigileo (Edwards LifeSci-

ences, Irvine, CA, USA), reflecting the heavy investment

policy of Edwards to market the system [26]. However,

two notable studies by Biais et al. [24] and then by Bian-

cofiore et al. [15] subsequently revealed a lack of reliability

of the FloTrac/Vigileo when peripheral vascular tone

changed. As a result, the software was upgraded from

version 1.10–3.02 (i.e., Dynamic Tone Technology).

However, although version 3.02 performed better in a

second, very similar in design study by Biancofiore et al.

[27] that compared it to single bolus thermodilution in liver

transplant patients, validation data still did not support its

clinical use. Data from validation studies performed since

continue to fall short of the benchmark [26]. FloTrac/

Vigileo technology might still play a useful clinical role to

guide fluid optimization during surgery or in critically ill

patients using stroke volume variation (SVV) measurement

with positive pressure ventilation [28].

LiDCO System

Lithium dilution was introduced as an alternative to ther-

modilution for measuring CO, and it does provide accurate

and reliable CO readings [29]. It has become the main

reference standard used in veterinary research and clearly

has a market in this area [30]. An arterial pulse contour

analysis system based on pulse power was combined with

lithium dilution to provide continuous CO measurement for

clinical use in a device called the LiDCO–PulseCO (LiD-

CO Group PLC., London, England). The system was ini-

tially designed to be calibrated by lithium or thermo

dilution CO, but this proved too complicated for routine

clinical use, and a self-calibrating system, the LiDCO-rapid

was developed. The available data validating clinical use of

the LiDCO-rapid is very limited. Hadian et al. [31] com-

pared the three main pulse contour systems, LiDCO,

PiCCO and FloTrac/Vigileo, to thermodilution in 17 post-

cardiac surgery patients. Although the percentage error

between the LiDCO-rapid and thermodilution was within

the accepted benchmark of 29 %, the system had been

initially calibrated by thermodilution, so statistical cou-

pling was present, which reduces the magnitude of the

percentage error. The other two systems had percentage

errors against thermodilution of 41 % (n.b. also initially

calibrated against thermodilution) and 59 %, respectively.

Trending of the LiDCO-rapid against thermodilution was

also poor, with a concordance rate of 74 % (i.e., below the

92 % benchmark). Also of concern was the wide disparity

in agreement and trending that was found between these

three pulse contour methods. Davies et al. [32] recently

compared the LiDCO-rapid performance to the FloTrac/

Vigileo and oesophageal Doppler in 20 high-risk surgery

patients receiving goal-directed fluid therapy. Neither of

two pulse contour systems showed any meaningful agree-

ment with oesophageal Doppler as stroke volume

increased. Only the stroke volume variability (i.e., SVV)

from the LiDCO had any clinical utility. However, despite

the lack of validation data that confirms its reliability—and

in truth the LiDCO-rapid is no different from the FloTrac/

Vigileo in terms of reliability—the LiDCO is one of the

technologies together with oesophageal Doppler that is

now being recommended by NICE in the UK to guide fluid

therapy in high-risk surgery patients [33].
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PRAM-MostCare

The pressure recording analytical method (PRAM) was

developed in the mid 2000s in Italy [34]. It is marketed as

the MostCare (Vytech Health, Padova, Italy), and is the

latest of arterial line trace systems to be introduced. It

differs from the other pulse contour systems, because it

(a) measures and utilizes the diastolic part of the arterial

pressure wave, and (b) it does not requiring any start-up

information to calibrate the system. Its validation has

provided mixed results. Franchi et al. [35] compared the

MostCare to thermodilution in 30 septic shock patients,

raising the blood pressure with noradrenaline, and found a

percentage error of 25 % and concordance rate of 100 %,

which indicated excellent agreement and trending abilities.

However, other authors have found much less favourable

agreement. Also in septic patients, Gopal et al. [36]

reported a percentage error of 64 % and Paarmaan et al.

reported a percentage error of 87 % in cardiac surgery

patients. Thus, the verdict is still out on the reliability of

the MostCare.

PiCCO System

The PiCCO system (Pulsion Medical Systems, Munich,

Germany) is used differently compared to the other three

pulse contour systems discussed so far. The PiCCO was

developed from the Cold system for measuring blood

volumes and lung water. It uses a femoral arterial catheter

that doubles up as a transpulmonary thermodilution CO

catheter. Thus, it can be periodically recalibrated using

thermodilution, and in between calibrations it runs in

continuous CO mode, estimating CO from the femoral

artery trace. Therefore, accuracy against thermodilution is

less of an issue. A study by Yamashita et al. [37] in 20

cardiac surgery patients in whom the vasodilator prosta-

glandin E1 was infused, and that compared uncalibrated

PiCCO to thermodilution, showed that PiCCO lacked

reliability when systemic vascular resistance decreased.

Therefore, the PiCCO needs recalibration against thermo-

dilution whenever the peripheral circulatory conditions are

changed. A more recent comparison by Bendjelid et al.

[38] of the FloTrac/Vigileo as part of the new Volume-

View/EV1000 system (Edwards LifeSciences, Irvine, CA,

USA) and the PiCCO system against transpulmonary

thermodilution showed the VolumeView to be more

accurate in Bland–Altman comparisons, 29 versus 37 %

respectively, and trended CO changes, though both con-

cordance rates, 81 and 77 % respectively, were well below

the 92 % benchmark. Thus, the PiCCO needs frequent

recalibration with thermodilution and does not accurately

trend CO in adverse conditions. However, it is the pulse

contour method that is most established in the critical care

setting, and its ability to recalibrate using thermodilution

CO greatly improves its reliability and utility.

Noninvasive Pulse Contour Monitoring

Nexfin

Pulse contour analysis CO can also be performed nonin-

vasively using a finger cuff, rather than directly from an

intra-arterial catheter and transducer. A cuff pneumatically

clamps the blood flow in the finger using a photocell servo-

system, and tracks blood pressure changes in the digital

artery [39, 40]. The method was developed in the late

1980s and was marketed as the Ohmeda Finapres BP

monitor (TNO Biomedical Instruments, the Netherlands).

Cardiac output monitoring was later added using a method

called model flow [22]. A range of portable (i.e., the Por-

tapres) and bedside (i.e., the Finometer) versions was later

produced by the marketing company BMEYE. The most

recent version of this technology is the Nexfin, which was

recently acquired by Edwards LifeSciences.

Several recent and well-designed clinical studies com-

paring the Nexfin to thermodilution or Doppler CO have

been published. Thus, lessons were learned from the defi-

ciencies of past validation studies. Trending was assessed

by fluid challenge or vasopressor administration (i.e.,

phenylephrine). Chen et al. [41] compared the Nexfin to

oesophageal Doppler in 25 abdominal or orthopaedic sur-

gery patients and found a poor percentage error of 37 %,

but a good concordance rate following phenylephedrine of

94 % with convincing polar plots that also showed trend-

ing. Hofhuizen et al. [42] compared the Nexfin to trans-

pulmonary thermodilution in 20 post cardiac surgery

patients and found a poor percentage error of 39 %, but

good concordance rate following fluid challenge of 100 %.

Bubenek-Turconi et al. [43] compared the Nexfin to single

bolus thermodilution in 22 post cardiac surgery patients

and found a percentage error of 38 % and concordance rate

following fluid challenge or passive leg raise of 100 %,

also with convincing polar plots. These three studies sug-

gest that despite the Nexfin having poor agreement with the

reference method (i.e., percentage error of 37–39 % and

above the 30 % benchmark), the Nexfin did follow changes

in CO reliably (i.e., concordance rates above the 92 %

benchmark and convincing polar plots), but it should be

noted that all these three studies were limited to intraop-

erative use. Potentially, based on these recent results that

show reliable trending, the Nexfin could have a future role

in monitoring the response of CO to fluid and vasopressor

therapy during surgery. However, in the critical care set-

ting, recent studies show that the Nexfin does not trend CO

reliably [44, 45]. In the Monnet et al. [44] study, the

concordance rate was 84 % . Volume responsiveness was
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also assessed using receiver operator characteristic (ROC)

curve analysis. In the Taton et al. [45] study, trend analysis

was based purely on volume responsiveness and ROC

curves. It is also noteworthy that in several patients from

these studies, the Nexfin failed to function properly and

data could not be collected. Thus, the quality of figure cuff

tracings from some critically ill patients may affect the

performance of the Nexfin. The finger plethysmography

method that the Nexfin uses detects the blood pressure

waveform from a more distal part of the arterial tree

compared to intra-arterial blood pressure CO monitoring

(i.e., radial and femoral artery sites). As arterial tone is

determined by the arterioles that lie between these central

arteries and the periphery, and these arterioles are the main

determinant of systemic vascular resistance, the better

reliability of trending found in studies investigating the

finger cuff method is of some note. If true, the finger may

prove to be a better site from which to model the circula-

tion and measure continuous CO, at least during

anaesthesia.

CNAP Monitor 500

CNSystems also produce a noninvasive finger cuff con-

tinuous blood pressure monitor, the CNAP Monitor 500

(CNSystems, Graz, Austria), which is currently being

promoted. It also provides continuous pulse wave CO

monitoring. Previously, the company had based its con-

tinuous CO monitoring on a bioimpedance method (i.e., the

Task Force Monitor). The authors are unaware of any

published work to date having evaluated the CNAP mon-

itor 500.

Bioimpedance Technology

BioReactance

BioReactance is a hybrid of bioimpedance that uses fre-

quency modulation or phase shift to improve its reliability

and performance. Four sets of surface electrodes are used

to detect the bioreactance signal generated within the

thorax. The method is currently utilised by a continuous

CO monitor called the NICOM (Cheetah Medical, Tel

Aviv, Israel). It was developed just over 5 years ago and

received Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval in

2008. Several animal and human studies were performed

between 2006 and 2007 to confirm that the method worked

[46–48]. In a joint animal ( nine pigs) and human (27

postoperative patients) study by Keren et al., the NICOM

was shown to have good correlation (r = 0.87) against

flow probe over CO ranging from 1 to 5 L/min and trending

on time and four-quadrant plots. Results in humans against

thermodilution (r = 0.9) were equally good [46]. More

recently in five beagle dogs, Heerdt et al. [49] have also

shown good trending against flow probe, albeit with a

30-second time lag for data averaging.

What has yet to be shown is whether these encouraging

trend data results from animal studies translate to the clinical

setting, such as patients undergoing major surgery and

receiving anaesthetic care. Recent, yet to be published data

by the authors of this review comparing the NICOM to

Doppler CO intra-operatively show that Bioreactance does

track changes in CO reliably during surgery, but with one

major caveat: provided that the geometry of the patient’s

thorax and upper abdomen, and thus the pathways of elec-

trical flux, are not affected by; (a) surgical incisions,

(b) placement of metal retractors or (c) the diaphragm being

displaced up into the chest by abdominal distention during

laparoscopy, as significant but predictable shifts in the cali-

bration occur that alter trending. Similar effects were

reported when using the BoMed intra-operatively [7]. An

observational study by Conway et al. [50] comparing bior-

eactance (i.e., NICOM) and oeosophageal Doppler (i.e.,

CardioQ) readings in 21 major abdominal surgery patients

reported a poor precision error of 57 % and a marginal

concordance rate of 90.5 % following fluid challenge. What

was most interesting about the paper was its Fig. 1, which

plotted stroke volume against time from one case. After

14 min, there was clear shift in bias of 30 ml between the two

CO devices. We repeatedly found this pattern when surgical

manoeuvers that clearly would affect the electrical flux

pathways of the NICOM were performed. Thus, the NICOM

may prove to be a viable intra-operative continuous CO

monitor, providing that the intra-operative surgical factors

that alter its calibration are fully recognized, and their effects

on bioreactance measurements understood.

Other bioimpedance devices are also marketed, but are

less often encountered in anaesthesia and critical care

settings. The BioZ (CardioDynamics, San Diego, CA,

USA), a digitalized continuation of BoMed technology, is

still being produced and has FDA approval. The Aesculon

and Icon (Osypka Medical, San Diego, CA, USA) are

bedside and portable hybrid bioimpedance continuous CO

monitors, respectively. They use the acceleration rather

than flow derivatives of the impedance signal. Clinical

validation studies are not available, but data testing the

methodology in the animal laboratory is available [51].

Like all emerging continuous CO technologies, these

devices also target a use in fluid optimization intra-opera-

tively or in critical care.

Pulse Wave Transit Time

Cardiac output can also be estimated from the pulse wave

measured peripherally by pulse oximetry. The size of the

pulse wave varies with changes in stroke volume. The
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transit time for the pulse wave to reach the periphery is also

used, as it varies with arterial tone and thus can be used to

adjust for peripheral resistance. By integrating the ECG

and pulse oximetry signal, the transit time can be deter-

mined. A Japanese technology known as estimated con-

tinuous cardiac output (esCCO) has been developed which

measures continuous CO by this method [52]. The tech-

nology has recently been marketed by Nihon Kohden

(Nihon Kohden Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and has been

incorporated into their new multifunction cardiac monitor.

All the original published work on developing esCCO

system can be attributed to Ishihara and colleagues from

Japan [52]. These authors have also performed the only

multicentre (seven centres) validation study to date com-

paring esCCO to single bolus thermodilution [53]. In 139

intensive care and 74 operating room patients, the percentage

error was 54 %, which was no better in respect to accuracy

than the other CO systems discussed in this review (Table 1).

A polar plot analysis of their data was later performed, and

this also did not support good trending ability [54]. Very

recently Tsutsui et al. [55] published data from 31 partial

hepatectomy patients. Although the percentage error was

absent from the article, these authors did show reasonable

trending between esCCO and thermodilution following fluid

boluses and vasopressor administration, their concordance

rate being 96 %. Whether using transit time improves the

ability of pulse wave analysis to cope with variations in the

system vascular resistance has yet to be determined. Despite

the poor results from some studies, esCCO technology is

currently being promoted by Nihon Kohden.

Doppler Ultrasound Devices

Doppler CO can be measured either externally via the

anterior chest wall or by a probe place in the oesophagus

and aimed at the descending aorta. Echocardiography,

whether transthoracic or oesophageal, can be used to

measure CO with Doppler mode, but it does not measure

CO continuously and performing repeated measurements

of CO is not very convenient. However, there are two

Doppler devices currently marketed that are designed for

the job and use continuous wave Doppler. They are the

CardioQ (Deltex Medical Ltd., Chichester, England) and

the USCOM (USCOM Ltd., Sydney, Australia). Neither

device is truly continuous in nature. The CardioQ has an

oesophageal probe that needs to be periodically refocused

[56]. The USCOM is used intermittently by focusing a

handheld probe on the aortic or pulmonary valve. Reading

are saved and displayed on a time plot that shows trends

over time [57]. Neither device can be set up at the bedside

to monitor CO continuously, but they can be used guide

fluid and vasopressor therapies by performing frequent

measurements.

The CardioQ, like all the current continuous technolo-

gies, does not measure true CO accurately. Most of its

validation data pre-date percentage error, and in Dark and

Singer’s meta-analysis, a statistic called ‘‘percentage of

clinical agreement’’ (PCA) based on the number of data

pairs that were within ±15 % of mean bias was used [58].

Re-evaluation of data from this paper using mean CO and

limits of agreement shows that the percentage error for

many of these oesophageal Doppler studies was 40–50 %.

However, the CardioQ does seem to track changes in CO,

although there is little published data other than that found

in a study by Valtier et al. [59]. These authors found good

trending ability with a concordance rate on the four

quadrants plot against bolus thermodilution of 93 %.

The USCOM also does not measure true CO accurately.

Clinical validation data for the USCOM is more recent than

the CardioQ and most studies are Bland–Altman in design.

A recent meta-analysis by Chong and Peyton of USCOM

validation studies found an overall percentage error of

43 %, which is similar to that of the CardioQ [60]. How-

ever, trending ability has been only confirmed in animal

studies against an aortic flow probe [61].

Unlike the arterial pulse contour methods where mod-

eling the circulation is required to produce an algorithm

that converts pressure changes to blood flow, ultrasound

measures blood flow directly. Therefore, providing that the

quality of readings is acceptable, Doppler should faithfully

reflect changes in CO, whereas pulse contour analysis can

be distorted by changes in peripheral. Therefore, one would

expect more stable and reliable CO trend data from these

two Doppler systems.

Goal Directed Therapy

CO-driven goal directed therapy is being promoted in both

anaesthesia and critical care. Oesophageal Doppler is cur-

rently being promoted to drive goal-directed fluid therapy

protocols in high-risk surgery cases [33]. Changes in stroke

volume are mainly used to drive protocols based on

Doppler. However, similar protocols using pulse contour or

bioreactance systems have been less successful. As a result,

the focus has changed when using the non-Doppler CO

technologies to measuring stroke volume variation (i.e.,

SVV) and pulse pressure variation (i.e., PPV), which are

also reliant on intermittent positive pressure ventilation of

the lungs. The stability of arterial pressure and bioreac-

tance-based recording systems facilitates the measurement

of SVV, which appears to be very robust. In contrast,

Doppler methods that rely on handheld probes or regular

refocusing of an oesophageal probe produce much less

reliable SVV data, and their SVV should not be used to

guide therapy.
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Conclusions

None of the currently available continuous CO monitors

are accurate, or precise. However, some do reliably trend

CO changes in studies, and thus can be used to optimise

fluid and vasopressor therapy. The most promising tech-

nologies are Doppler and possibly bioreactance and the

Nexfin, though understanding where and when they can be

used is paramount. Alternative measures such as stroke

volume variation (SVV) also offer a solution to using some

of these monitors successfully.
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